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Control and correction of the sample absorption effect in the analysis of atmospheric 
aerosol by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry 

1 Chiapello, G Bergametti, JP Quisefit*, P de Chateaubourg 

Laboratoire intel'll1liversitaire des systèmes atmosphériques (LISA), universités Paris VII et Paris XII , URA CNRS 1404, 
61, av du Gé"éral~de-Gall lle, 94010 Créteil cedex, Fra"ce 

Summary - X-ray fluorescence is an efficien t method for qua ntitati ve elementa l analysis of atmospheric aerosol assuming thin layer hypothe
sis. The major difficulty {or Ihis kind of sample is due to the possible absorpt ion of the fluorescent radiation by the sample ma lrix. For Ihis rea
son, we have experimenta lly determined the conditions of thin layer ana lysis fo r a set of aerosol samples coll ected in Cape Verde Islands, by 
applying an emission-transmission method, which consists of a measurement of the sample transmission using the 'radiator' technique to correct 
the absorpt ion effect in relation to the concentra tions for samples of intermediate thickness. From the experimenta l results, a li nea r relation has 
been established between the mass of matter present on the filter and the absorption coefficient for the tested elements (Fe, TI, Ca, K, S, Si, AD. ln 
a second s!ep, the absorption coefficients are calculated by determining a malrix composi tion with previous absorption measurements. The thin 
layer analysis limits deduced from Ihis calculation are in gaod agreement with those calculated from measurements. Furthermore, it allows an 
estimation of absorption effects for elements whose transmission has not been measured. 

Résumé - Contrôle et correction de l'effet de matrice dans l'analyse d'aérosols atmospheriques par spectrometrie de fluorescence X La spec
trométrie de fluorescence X est une méthode analytique élémentaire des particules atmosphériques prélevées sur filtre, qui repose sur l'hypo
thèse de la couche mince. La difficulté majeure est liée à la possible absorption de la rad iation de fluorescence par la matrice de l'échantillon. Pour 
cet te raison, nous avons déterminé expérimentalement les conditions de l'analyse en couche mince pour une série d'échantillons d'aérosols col
lectés aux îles du Cap Vert, en appliquant la méthode d'émission-transmission, qui consiste en la mesure de la transmission de l'échantillon au 
moyen d'un (: radiateur )). Pour les échantillons d'épaisseur intermédiaire, la méthode permel de corriger la concentration de l'effet d'absorption 
qui l'affecte. A partir des résultats expérimentaux, une relation linéa ire a été établie entre la masse de matière présente sur le filtre et le coefficient 
d'absorption pour divers éléments testés (Fe, TI, Ca, K, S, Si, Al). Dans une seconde étape, les coefficients d'absorption sont calculés en détermi
nant une composition de la matrice en accord avec les mesures d'absorption précédentes. Les limites d'analyse en couche mince déduites de ces 
calculs sont en bon accord avec ceux issus de l'expérience. De plus, une estimation des effets d'absorption est possible pour des éléments pour 
lesquels la méthode de tra nsmission n'a pu être appliquée. 

X-ray fluorescence 1 thin layer samples 1 aerosols 1 elemental analysis 1 emission-transmission method 

Introduction 

X-ray fluorescence spectrometry is now an analytica l method 
currently used to perform elemental analysis of a tmospherie 
aerosol samples collected on a fil ter [1 J. It presents indeed 
m any ad vantages: the sample is analysed w ithout p reliminary 
trea tment, the analysis is fast and conservative, and it is possi
ble to analyse in a satis factory way a grea t number of chemieal 
e lements, especia lly sulphur, silicon, phosphorus and chlorine, 
ail hardly accessible by other analytical methods. 

How ever, the major difficulty with this technique results 
from the poss ib le absorption effed by the sam pie matrix (or by 
the particle size itself) of the flu orescent radia tion [2]. Indeed , 
the quantitative elem ental analysis of aerosol by X-ray fluores
cence is based on the hypothesis tha t the sam pie constitutes a 
thin layer. Tt means tha t neither the exciting beam, nor the fl u
orescent radia tion, a re disturbed by the atoms of the sample. lt 
is only under this condition tha t the intensity of fluorescence is 
linearly proportional to the e lemental mass d eposit on the fiI
ter. In fact, this assump tion of th in layer d epends not only on 
the global com position o f the sample, but a lso, for a given sam 
pIe, on the analysed element. Hence, the matrix effect partieu
la rly affects lig ht e lement analysis, since the weaker the ener
g y of fluo rescent radia tion is, the more important is the 
absorption effect. 

Up to now, the solution adopted has consisted in d etermin
ing experimentally the threshold limits for each e lement 
beyond wh ich the thin layer analytica l condition becomes 
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unacceptable. This study has been carried out fo r standa rds 
representative of m atrices currently observed for aerosols (1) , 
However, it is c1ea r tha t the aerosol matrix is strong ly variable 
from one sample to another, and consequently, to be rigorous, 
the thin layer hypothesis has to be checked for each sample 
type. This could be d one in a theoretica l way if the matrix com
position was perfectly known, but it is ra re ly possible for 
a tmospherie aerosol collections. 

Therefore, the aim o f this study was to d etermine experi
m enta lly the conditions of analysis of thin layer for a set of 
atmospheric aerosol samples col!ected in Cape Verde Islands. 
This is possible by applying the method developed by Leroux 
and Mahmud [3], w hich involves the measurement of the sam
pie transmission, and a llows us to take into account the 
absorption effect that disturbs the measured concentra tions. 

Oependence between fluorescent intensity 
and sam pie thickness 

As described by Tertian and Claisse [41, the thickness of the 
analysed sam pIe, relative to the qua lit y of the analysis, may be 
considered in tree regio ns: thin, intermediate or infinite thick
ness (fig 1). The infin ite thickness intensity 1 .... is dependent on 
the analysed waveleng th and on the composition . 

In order to d efine in a universa l way these diffe rent cases of 
influence of the specimen thickness Il on the fluorescent inten
sity lh' the intensity ra tio is used: 

Ih - = 1 - exp (- k) 
1_ (1 ) 
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where p is the specimen density, 1/>1- the complex attenuation 
coefficient, 'Pl and 'P2 the characteris tic angles of the ana lytical 
spectrometer, and Jls,k the massic attenuation coefficien t of the 
sample (or the exciting wavelength . 

A thick specimen can 50 be defined as one fo r which 

1 t > 0.999 or k> 6.91 (2) 

For sufficiently small va lues of k, equation (1) can be approxi
ma ted as: 

(3) 

Accordingly, a thin specimen can be defined as one with 
k < 0.1. Compared to equation (1), this relationship implies a 
relative errar of 0.5% when k = 0.01,1 % when k = 0.02 and 5% 
wh en k = 0. 1. 

For specimens of intermediate th ickness, OIùy equation (1 ) is 
ava ilable. It is therefore necessary to develop correction meth
ods, in order to take into account the effect of the thickness of 
the specimen on the intensity of the fluorescent rad iation. 

The emission-transmission method 

Tlteoretical approach 

By defining the transmittance T as the transmitted fraction of 
an X-ray beam th rough a material of th ickness li and applying 
equation 0), we obtain: 

By writing k = - In T and as k = p" 11* we obtain: 

}l * = _ ln T 
ph 

l-T 
Thu, F(T) =- 1nT 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

F(T) depends only on the specimen transmittance a nd inte
grates the absorption of the fluorescent radiation over the 
whole thickness of the specimen. It should be noted that F (T) 
rapidly increases at small values of the transmitta nce and then 
progressive ly tends towa rds unity. 

From the general equa tion of the fluorescence, we obtain: 

(7) 

where Ci is a constant 
The flu orescent intensity measured for a specimen of inter

mediate thickness is thus attenuated by the factor F(n owing 
to the absorption effect. 

When T tends towards 1 (case of infinitely thin specimens), 
FCn tends toward s 1 and equation (7) becomes: 

(8) 

For intermediate th ickness specimens, that is for T < 0.9, the 
intensity has to be corrected and the correc ted intensity is 
d elined by' 

, lh 
l 't= F(T) = C; 11li (9) 

The corrected intensity rh is consequently proportional to mi' 

This relation is a remarkable generalisa tion of the fluorescence 
equation for a specimen of intermediate th ickness . 

Experimental delerl1linatiol1 of tlTe transmittance 

The procedure consists of the measurement of the X-ray 
absorption through the specimen, and the applica tion of a cor
responding correc tion ta calculate the actua l concentration Ci 
of the element i, component of the specimen. To measure the 
tra nsmittance T, a rad iator R contaîning a substantial concen
tration of the element i is used [31. as shawn in figure 2. 

The transrnitta nce T of the specimen is given by: 

(JO) 

Thus, to deduce the transmitta nce, tree measurements are nec
essary: 
- 15, intensity of the specimen, 

- IR + 5' intensity of the specimen with the radiator R behind, 

- IR' intensity of the rad iator aione (maintained in the sa l11e 
geometrical position as for IR .. $)' 

Application to the correction of tlte fluorescent hllensity 

If the transmittance is higher than 0.9, the specimen can be 
considered as a thin layer, and the fluorescent intensity does 
not need correction. On the other hand, if the transmittance is 
lower than 0.9, the specimen is consid ered to be of intermed i~ 
ate thickness and the absorption effec t has to be taken into 
account. 
From equa tion (10): 15 corrtetrd = l s mel/s1mdl F(T). 

lt must be noted that F (n integrates the absorp tion of the flu 
orescent radiation over the whole thickness of the specimen. 

Radiator H 

Specimen 

u, u, l , 

Fig 2. Emission· transmission method . The radiator technique Urom 141>. 



Experimental development 

Selection of samples 

The samples selected for this study were collected in Cape 
Verde Islands (16°45'N, 22°57'W), located in the Northern 
Tropical Atlantic (500 km from Dakar), by air fi ltration on poly
carbonate filters (0.4 pm-pore-size NucJepore ©). The flow rate 
of air filtration ranges between 0.5 and 1 m3.lr l , for a collect 
duration of 24 h, and thus the air volumes filt ered range 
between 10 and 24 m3. 

This aerosol is roughly composed of a mixture of terrigenous 
aerosol (associa ted with Saharan dust pulses) and sea salt, in 
variable proportion from one sam pie to another. The choice of 
elements to analyse by X-ray flu orescence includes sail (Si, Al, 
Fe and TD, marine (Na, 5) and mixed origin (K, Ca) 'traceurs' . 
It should be noted that sulphur may aiso constitute an impor
tant contribution from anthrapogenic sources. Thus, the 
method of transmittance measurements has been applied for 
ail these elements, except sodium for which transmittance 
measurements can not be made because the only blank fi lter 
already absorbs completely the signal from the Na ' radiator'. 

The principal characteristic of this aerosol type is the large 
range of mass of matter collected on the filters. This is due ta 
the grea t variability of Saharan dust pulses in this region. 
Thus, we selected about ten samples, at different loads of iron 
mass on filter; indeed this element emits the most energetic 
radiation, w hich is absorbed the least. 

Choice of radia tors 

For sorne of the selected elements, such as iron, aluminium, sil
icon, we directly used bulk samples containing almost exclu-

Table 1. Elemental concentrations in radiators used for the transmit-
tance measuremenls. 

Fe AI Si Ca K Ti 5 

Bulk sample > 90% > 90% > 99% 53% 

Glass disk 5% 15% 9% 6% 4% 
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sively the element ta be measured . On the other hand, for ele
ments such as calcium, potassium and titanium, it has been 
necessary ta make glass d isks containing a high concentration 
of the measured element, but diluted in a lithium tetraborate 
flux (5]. For sulphur, the transmittance measurements have 
been perlormed \V ith a bulk sample 01 pyrite (FeS, ). The dif
ferent radiators available for this study are presented in 
table 1. 

The main problem when using different kinds of radia tors 
(bulk samples and glass disks) concerns the possible influence 
of the elemental concentration in the radiator on the transmit
tance measurement, particularly for measurements performed 
on high loaded samples. Thus, we operated transmittance 
measurements for Si and S by using Iwo radia tors with quite 
different elemental concentrations. For sulphur, the transmis
sion measurements have been performed with the disk glass 
containing 4% of 5 (potassium sulphur diluted al 20%), and 
compared to those made \Vith the pyrite (53% 01 S). For the sil
icon, we operated in the same way, a first measurement with 
the glass disk containing 5% of Si (silicon dioxide d iluted at 
10%), and a second \Vith a pure metal sample (metallic silicon). 

The results a re presented in figure 3a and b. They show a 
good agreement, according 10 experimenta l uncertainties, for 
the two tested elements. The mean d iscrepancy between the 
two measurements is lower than 5%. Thus, we can conclude 
that the elemental concentration in radialor, for Ihis study, has 
little influence on the transmittance measurement. 

Results 

Table II presents, for each element, the measured transmittance 
as a function of iron mass (without correction) in the sample in 
agreement \Vi th the direct thin layer method I1l by directly 
using equation (8). It should be noted thal the iran is indeed 
the element for which the absorption effec t is the weakest. We 
also observe that the absorption effect increases from heavy ta 
light elements, aluminium presenling the most important 
absorption effect among the analysed elements. Finally, the 
results show that the transmittance values ranged between 
0.99 and 0.11 . The most important fact is that many samples 
have to be considered ta be of intermedia te thickness, and con
sequently absorption corrections are necessary. 

Table II. Transmissions measu red with the radiatar technique as a function of iran mass (pg/filter). 

N° IIlFf (pg/filter) T (Fe) T (Ti) T (Ca) T(K) T (5) T (S i) T(AI) 

Sample no" corrected 

2 0.994 0.990 0.985 0.980 

2 6 0.957 

3 12 0.960 0.921 0.820 0.836 0.791 

4 12 0.809 

5 20 0.990 0.975 0.957 0.949 0.897 0.888 0.893 

6 40 0.941 0.897 0.742 0.758 0.736 

7 56 0.929 0.879 0.707 0.685 

8 78 0.965 0.919 0.868 0.852 0.589 0.634 0.609 

9 92 0.839 0.772 0.73 0.493 0.471 0.405 

10 123 0.945 0.864 0.802 0.768 0.505 0.479 0.427 

11 148 0.387 

12 245 0.888 0.741 0.639 0.194 

13 298 0.832 0.647 0.528 0.474 0.125 

14 376 0.833 0.637 0.507 0.440 . 0.143 0.138 0.115 

15 393 0.825 

16 448 0.820 
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Fig 3. Comparison of Ira nsmi ttance measurements wHh Iwo different radialors 
(glass disk and bulk sample) and mea n discrepancy between the Iwo measure
ments for a) su lfur a nd b) silicon. 

Correction methods 

Direct corrections - estima/ions 

For sa mples whose transmittance is lower than 0.9, it becomes 
possible to correct the measured intensity and consequently 
the concentration because the correction factor F<TI only 
depends on the transmittance. It must be noted that, due to the 
use of elemental radia tors, these measurements have to be per
formed sa mple by sa mple, but also element by element, which 
can be a !ittle long and tedious. Therefore, we decided to look 
for a relation between the aerosol mass and the absorption. 
Indeed, the absorption coefficient is related to the mass per 
unit area (g.cm-2) of the sam pie by: 

k = p Il Ji" = ni Ji'" 

with JI'" depending on the absorpt ion (of both incident and 
fluorescent radiation) by the sam pie malrix. 

First, we chose the transmittance measurements performed 
on iron, the analysed element whose radiation is the least 
affected by the absorption effect; we observed a linear relation 
between the iron mass on the filter (llg) and the absorption 
coefficient k measured, with a correlation coefficient value of 
0.98 (fig 4). This mea ns thal a constant JI", or a fixed composi
tion matrix, allows the assessment of the iron absorption. 
Then, we calcu lated the corrected concentrations from this lin
ear regression, and compared the va lues obtained \Vith the 
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Fig 4. k mcasurements as a function of Fe mass on the filter (non-corrected) and 
correlation coefficient associated with iron . 

concentra tions directly corrected by the Iransmittance mea
surements. The results are presented in table III. Il must be 
noted thal the mean eTTor on the corrected concentration of 
iron is 0.81 %; 50, this result indicates that it is possible to COT

rect in this wa y (interpolation with the Iinear regression), with 
a good confidence, the 'iron concentrations even for samples 
for which the transmittance has not been measured . 

We tried toapply this procedure to measured transmittances 
for the other elements, by defining linear regressions of 
absorption coefficients as a function of the correcled mass of 
iron. Figure Sa- f presents the results obtained, respectively, for 
tHanium, calcium, potassium, sulphur, silicon and aluminium. 
The respective correlation coefficients r, and mean errors 
between the direc tly corrected concentrations (determined by 
the measurements) and those using the regression are present
ed . We note that, for the whole measurements, the correlation 
coefficients values are at least 0.97. The mean error on the cor
rected concentrations varies from 1.01 % for titanium to 5.17% 
for aluminium; we observe, indeed, an increasing eTTor on the 
corrected concentrations, with increasing absorption, the cor
rection on concentration being more important. But in ail 
cases, the erTOTS a re hmited, since they are al Ihe most around 
5%, which is a cJassic error margin for thin layer analysis by X~ 
ray fluorescence. 

Table III . Comparison between iran mass correcled directly by trans
mÎtlance measurements and by linear regression; discrepancy between 
the twa calculations. 

mf, (pglfil ler) mFf (lJg/filter) after m f f (pg/fifter) afler Discrepancy 
non correcled 

20 

78 

123 

245 

298 

376 

393 

448 

correction by 

T measllred 

20.1 

79.4 

127 

260 

326 

411 

432 

494 

correct ion hy 
the regression 

19.6 

79.3 

126 

260 

32 1 

413 

434 

SOI 

2.25% 

0.08% 

0.04% 

0.12% 

1.69% 

0.50% 

0.46% 

1.35% 

0.81 % 
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and 0 aluminium. Mean error on the corrected concentration using regression for the calculation. 

Therefore, with these linear regressions, it has been possible 
not only to correct the concentrations for each measured eIe
ment over the whole set of samples collected in Cape Verde 
Island, but also ta determineeasily the limits of thin layer anal
ysis which, obviously, are only available for this aerasol type, 
which is a specifie mixed composition with Sa haran dust and 
marine aerosols. 

Table rv summarises the iran corrected mass values (llg), 
beyond which the thin layer hypothesis is not valid (that is for 
which kj = 0.1), for each analysed elemenl. 

It appears, obviously, that the analysis of lighter elements 
will determine the limit to adopt; the maximum mass of iron to 
correctly analyse aluminium as th in layer is 17 ~g by filter; 
beyond this value, corrections have to be made for aluminium 
analysis. By contrast, for the other elements, the Iimit values 
are superior, eg for iron (which emits the most energetic radia
tion), which can be analysed without correction up ta 224 ~g 
by filter. 

Table IV. Thin layer analysis limits determined from Iinea r regression 
of transmission measurements as a lunchon of iron mass (Jlg/filter) 
after correction, for the case of Cape Verde Island aerosols. 

Aunlysed elemell f Fe Ti Ca K s Si AI 

mF~ (pg/ fîI ter) limit 224 83 56 46 20 19 17 

The Iimits of thin layer analysis cou Id be expressed as a runc
tion of the total mass of matter on filter, or of the sample th ick
ness, if the matrix composition was known. 

As shawn previously, for each analysed element, the absorp
tion is a linea r function of the iron mass on filter. It means that 
a matrix should exist of a given composition that allows the 
representation of absorption measurements performed for this 
set of samples. Thus, it could be particularly interesting ta 
determine this mat rix composition. 

Development of an absorption model 

The purpose is to reproduce by calculation the absorption coef
fi cients previously measured, from a matrix whose composi
tion has ta be determined . 

For that, the definition of the absorption coefficient has been 
used: 

k = pli p'" = 111 p '" 

. h * Jls,k J1s,Ai ( . 2 2 1) wlI Ji =- .-- + - .-- ni IS in g.cm- and Il ''' in cm .g-
SIl1 IJIl S In 1J12 

The calculation of JI'" is possible since the mass absorption coef
fi cients of the matrix are additional in relation to mass absorp
tion coefficients of elements contained in the matrix. Thus, if 
l'J)J represents the absorption of element j al the wavelength of 
the fluorescent radiation of elelllent i, and Xi the relative con
centration of element j in the matrix, 50 : 
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Thus, since the mass absorption coefficients for elements are 
ava ilable in tables [6], it is possible to calculate, for a given ele
mental composition of matrix, the absorption of elements at 
wavelengths of excitation and fluorescent radiations used for 
the measurements. This calculation has been performed using 
the specifie X-fay ca1culation software 'ProFX'[7]. The total 
mass of the matrix is calculated from an element of well
known concentration in the matrix, iron being obviously the 
best adapted one, considering the previous results. 

This calculation has been made with two major const raints. 
Ficst, ta reproduce as weil as possible the absorption coeffi
cients rneasured. To do this, we chaDse to minimise the devia
tions for three major elements whose absorptions are very dif
ferent: iron (the least absorbed), ca lcium (of intermediate 
absorption) and aluminium (the most absorbed). Thus, the 
other elements are used as tests, in order to verify that the 
adopted matrix also reproduces correctly their absorption. 
Second, it is c1ear that the matrix must have a realistic compo
sition with regard to the aerosol kind collected on filters. This 
means that the matrix must have a composition as close as pos
sible to a mixture of terrigenous aerosol and sea salt. 

Table V presents the matrix composition obtained, in agree
ment with these two constraints. The elemental concentrations 
of this matrix are very close to those of a mixture of 75% of ter
rigenous aerosol and 25% sea salt, in comparison with cru st [8] 
and sea water [9] models usually used in geochemistry. 

The deviations between absorption coefficients measured 
(linear regressions) and calculated from this matrix are pre
sented in figure 6a-g, respectively, for iron, calcium, alumini
um (solved), titanium, potassium, sulphur and silicon (tested). 
The error introduced by the calculation is also presented, the 
maximum error being observed for aluminium, for which the 
ca1culation overestimates the absorption of 11 %. However, the 
error on calcium Ka absorption is weaker with a value around 
6% and the iron Ka absorption calculated with the matrix is in 
a perfect agreement with the measurements. This is particular
Iy important since the calculation of the total mass of matter 
will be made from this element concentration. 

Concerning the 'test' elements, even if the error for silicon Ka 
absorption calculation remains rather important (around 10%), 
we observe good agreements for the other elements with errer 
values lower than 4%. 

This result is particularly important since it means that from 
this matrix, and for this set of samples, one can estimate the 
absorption coefficients for other elements for which absorption 
has not been measured. For example, it is possible to calculate 
the absorption on the Ka sodium radiation, which is assessed 
to be particularly important, by this matrix with an estimated 
errer lower than 20%. The Iinear regression obtained is pre
sented in figure 7. 

ft is also interesting to calcula te the thin layer analysis limits 
for this kind of matrix, element by element. Table VI presents 
the results obtained as a function of the iron mass, also of the 
tota l mass of matter of the sam pIe and of the sample thickness 
(calculated consider ing an aerosol density of 2.5 g.cm-3). It 
must be noted that these thin layer analysis limits are in very 
good agreement with those previously obtained experimental
Iy (see table IV). Consequently they can be calculated for other 
elements (such as Na) with a good confidence. 

Conclusion 

The emission-transmission method developed by Leroux and 
Mahmud [3] has been applied to a set of atmospheric aerosoI 
samples of mixed origin (terrigenous and marine) collected in 
Cape Verde Is land. Transmittance rneasurements performed 
for seven elements (Al, Si, S, K, Ca, Ti and Fe) have allowed the 
determination of the thin layer analysis limits for this type of 
aerosol, and the correction of concentrations for the cases pre
senhng an absorption effect. 

We note that, for the analysed elements, many samples must 
be considered to be of intermediate thickness, and that the con
centration corrections associated with the absorption effect 
were particularly important. Furthermore, the rneasurements 
performed for about ten samples selected at different loads of 
matter allow the correction of concentrations for the whole se t 
of samples, a linear relationship being found between the mass 
of matter on the filter and the absorption, with differences 
lower than 5%. 

Therefore, a theoretical absorption model, adapted to this set 
of samples has been developed in agreement with experimen
tal results. A matrix of composition close to that of a mixture of 
75% of terrigenous aerosol and 25% of sea sa lt allows us to 
reproduce correctly the absorption effects. In this way the esti
mation of the absorption for elements for which the transmit
tance measurements have not been perfonned, such as sodi
um, is possible with an error estimated lower than 20%. The 
limits of thin layer analysis calculated in this way are in good 
agreement with those previously deduced from transmittance 
measurernents. 

The procedure proposed here seems to be particularly inter
esting since it does not necessitate the previous knowledge of 
the matrix (in contrast, it allows the determination of the 
matrix composition) and therefore can be applied to other 
aerosol types. 

Nevertheless, only the absorption effect by the matrix has 
been taken into account for this study, although an absorption 
effect by the particle size itself is also possible, particularly for 
light elements, such as sodium. To take into account this effect, 
a comparison with another analytical method (such as atomic 
absorption) would be necessary. But to check the perfect valid
ity of the transmission-absorption method, we must unfortu
nately use techniques such as AAS or AES-ICP that destroy the 

Table V. E1emental composition of the matrix adopted for absorption calcu la tian. 

Element o Mg AI Si 5 CI K Ti Mil Fe 

Relative concentration (%) 25 5 o 7.8 20 5 20 3 7.2 o o 7 

Table VI. Thin layer ana lysis limits deduced from the absorption calculation as a function of iron mass (~g/ filter), total mass (~g/filter) and sam
pie thickness (~). 

Element Fe Ti Ca K 5 Si AI Na 

Fe mass (pg/filter) 224 87 60 48 20 17 15 8 

Total mass (pg/ filter) 3200 1243 857 686 286 243 214 114 

Sample thickness (J.lm) 2.25 0.87 0.60 0.48 0.20 0.17 0.1 5 0.08 
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sample in order to have a homogeneous solution. 
Furthermore, ail the elements of interest are not solubilised in 
the same kind of digestion solution: acidic for metals and basic 
for silica, for example. The solution to this problem may be 
found by perforrning the transmission-absorption method on 
fi lters with standard materials deposited by filtrati on. 
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